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1. INTRODUCTION
1.2 ORGANISATION OF THE REPORT

1.1 PROJECT SCOPE AND STUDY AREA
The overall goal of this project is to confirm that
the planning process of the RB Rail AS
international stations is informed by
international best practices, so confirming that
the potential for generating economic, social,
and commercial value is maximized.
Furthermore, a specific objective of this study is
to develop a critical analysis and provide sound
policy recommendations on maximization of
Gross Value Added (GVA) for the seven RB Rail
AS international passenger stations. This study
therefore considers commercial, socioeconomic, environmental, and mobility-related
aspects of international passenger railway
stations.

Following the introduction, this report is
organized in the following main sections:

The study area for international best practice
study includes mostly stations within the
European Union, however, some stations
outside the EU were also considered. For the
critical analysis and detailed recommendations,
this report focused on the Baltic nations where
the seven RB Rail AS International passenger
stations are being planned or currently in
development.

During the project, two stakeholder workshops
were held. The main outcome discussions were
considered under the key recommendations for
the RB Rail AS international railway stations.

 Literature Review of catalytic impacts
generated from modern international
railway passenger stations;
 Benchmarking analysis of international best
practices related to planning, design, and
operation of international railway stations;
 Critical discussion of the results from the
benchmarking analysis and summary of
lessons learned;
 Critical analysis of development plans for
the RB Rail AS International passenger
stations;
 Policy recommendations;

A summary of these workshops can be found
under Annex III.
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2. REVIEW GVA STEMMING
FROM MODERN RAILWAY
PASSENGER STATIONS

works in the opposite way, providing greater
interaction between spaces, people, and
different potential users and uses. Stations with
an open concept are easily integrated in the
urban surroundings. In addition to providing a
railway station, these stations also act as
transport hubs for different modes of transport,
as a business / commercial center, and as a
town square by exploring various aspects of
placemaking.

Throughout history, railway stations have mainly
served as single or limited land uses, primarily
facilitating rail and passenger traffic. However,
in recent years, a more holistic approach to the
development of railway stations and their
surroundings has gained momentum due to
their potential of generating and capturing
economic value. Such value is understood as the
delivery of socio-economic and environmental
benefits. These effects can be seen at
commercial and housing developments, that
with their mix of land uses, effectively attract
employers, workers, shoppers, and other types
of customers. The literature review implemented
for the present study focused on the
identification of main catalytic impacts related
to modern railway passenger stations, as well as
on how station planning, and design could be
leveraged to integrate them with their
immediate surrounding areas and beyond.

2.2 CHOOSING A STATION LOCATION
Generally, cities have common challenges due
to high population density, economic and
historical activities, high volumes of road traffic,
and various pollution issues. This is an important
reason why the literature review suggests
placing stations in urban core areas, where the
maximum benefit is achieved for the public and
for the railway system itself. One of the most
important aspects of locating a future railway
station is to integrate planning of the station in
city urban planning strategies. For instance,
utilizing a Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
approach, including Land Value Capture (LVC),
could aid in the holistic planning process of a
station itself, but could also be integrated into a
wider urban planning strategy. This could be
done as a strategic project in the development
of a metropolitan-wide development plan, as a
sustainable urban mobility plan (SUMP), or as a
small area plan or specific land use plan.

2.1 STATION CONCEPT AND CLASSIFICATION
In order to establish or improve the
attractiveness of a railway station, it is important
to define how a station will be operated in
terms of governance and spatial interaction. The
operation models are also connected to the city
concept, landscape and territory availability,
potential functionality, surroundings, and future
developments. In some cases, historical aspects
play an important role. Two models are
identified: “Introverted Station Model” and
“Open Station Model”. A station based on an
introverted model will have less interaction
between different spaces (the surroundings and
the city itself), meaning mono- functionality
within the station, as well as having less
interaction or cooperation between different
stakeholders. Such a railway station is basically
an isolated object within a city that has less
connections between people and important
economic activities. An open station model

2.3 URBAN INTEGRATION AND INTEGRATION
WITH SURROUNDING AREAS

Urban integration ensures that a railway station
serves its transport and commercial functions
while smoothly integrating into the surrounding
urban land uses and functions, and could
include the following aspects:
Modal integration: effective connection
between railway, road, and urban mobility
modes as well as integration with land use
planning. The benefits of a multi-modal urban
transport system and proper construction of
transferring points could harmonize passenger
flow at a railway station area.
5

2.4 STATION DESIGN

Economic activity generation: promote
economic growth and spur development in
neighbouring areas. Railway stations could
contribute to the improvement of the regional
economy by offering mobility and access for the
labor force, and by providing accessible
employment options, shopping, and housing
opportunities. Stations also have an important
potential for Land Value Capture (LVC) that
could support to cover the project capital
investment costs/ operational costs or provide
additional sources for municipal finance.

According to the literature review, at the early
stages of a station planning and design,
considerations should be given for identifying
user needs and preferences.
The reviewed literature suggests that during the
design phase, stations should not only be
understood as a passenger or freight node, but
as destinations by themselves: meeting places
where people could congregate, shop, and carry
out everyday life activities. International railway
stations should be designed to allocate various
facilities like shopping areas, retail services, food
stores and other relevant commercial spaces.

Urban regeneration: A modern railway station
development contributes not only to the urban
regeneration of less vibrant parts of a city but
could also spur new investment and attract
residents and employers in highly active urban
centers.

The literature also highlights that although
passenger safety and operational efficiency
should be at the forefront of the design and
implementation of any railway station, user
needs should be critically considered during the
design process. The literature review also shows
that it is important to engage all the different
stakeholders during the early planning stages.

Regional and international railway service
integration: Taking into consideration the
integration aspects of railway stations, it is
extremely important to address international
and interregional train services. This is important
in the view of a sustainability-oriented mobility
strategy where high-speed rail services are
functionally integrated with air-travel and other
(e.g. private car) modes of transport are used for
medium-long journeys.

A relevant consideration for a railway station
stakeholder list should include at least
government authorities, users, operators, real
estate agents, retail/commercial/trading groups,
contractors, and other commercial players.
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3. INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCES TO MAXIMIZATION OF GVA
3.1 SELECTING BENCHMARKING
This section presents an overview of
international best practices in the development
of international railway stations.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Several interviews and workshops have been
implemented with RB local stakeholders to
identify valuable aspects of developing
international railway stations. The retrieved
information helped in selecting a list of
international best cases comparable to the
seven planned RB Rail AS stations for the
benchmarking analysis of the best practices for
maximizing the GVA stemming from
international railway stations.
All the selected cases were analysed with
respect to multi-functionality and urban
mobility connections, availability of commercial
opportunities and stations (internal) space
usage, goods and services offered at the
station and surroundings, connectivity and
accessibility. The blue box on the right side
provides the list of the 24 stations reviewed as
best benchmarking cases. Appendix I illustrates
the detailed overview of each station.

7

Leipzig Central Railway Station (DE)
Liége- Guillemins Railway Station (BE)
Amsterdam Central Station (NL)
Utrecht Central Station (NL)
Berlin Central Station (DE)
Frankfurt (Main) Hauptbahnhof (DE)
Vienna Main Station (AT)
Copenhagen Central Station (DK)
Helsinki Central Railway Station (FN)
Pasila Railway Station, Helsinki (FN)
St. Pancras International, London (UK)
Copenhagen Airport Station (DK)
Malmö Central Station (SE)
Oslo Airport Station (NR)
Aarhus Central Station (DN)
Amsterdam Amstel Station (NL)
Rotterdam Central (NL)
Nørreport station (NL)
Beijing West Railway Station (CN)
Zaragoza-Delicias Railway Station (ES)
Naples-Afragola station (IT)
Bordeaux Saint-Jean (FR)
Canary Wharf Railway Station (UK)
Køge Nord (DK)

3.2 ASSESSMENT OF BENCHMARKING CASES
Mobility. Under this category, connectivity
between railway stations and other public
transport was analysed. This included metro,
light rail, and bus services. Furthermore, the
analysis also reviewed railway station
accessibility by other modes of transport,
including pedestrian connections and facilities,
bicycle infrastructure and parking, Electric
Vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure for various
transport modes, car sharing facilities,
availability of taxi services, and relevant
arrangements.

Before preparing lessons learned from
identified best practices and assessing their
comparability and suitability to the RB Rail AS
railway stations, the consultant reviewed each
of the 24 international cases against five
categories:
Architecture & land use. Important elements
such as station design and its architectural
functionality were reviewed. The architectural
assessment covered an in-depth review of
station scale, spatial qualities, quality of the
exterior spaces and historical/ modern
architectural solutions, as it pertains to a
specific city or metropolitan areas, including
their planning and concept development.
Commercial use. Station-wide analysis of
current commercial use describing commercial
and functional aspects that contribute to GVA
maximization. These aspects are: urban
structure, real estate, land-use efficiency,
agglomeration benefits, commercial content.
Functionality. Specific focus of a railway
station being a part of a city, its urban life. Any
station elements, their planning and
connections are reviewed against integration
with the existing urban environment and its
role in the regeneration of urban areas.
Operation. A detailed overview was performed
for chosen lessons learned including how the
railway station operation (including financing)
is planned, organized, and managed in
cooperation with different public and private
stakeholders.
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3.3 LESSONS LEARNED
CATEGORY 1: ARCHITECTURE. URBAN & SOCIAL
PLACEMAKING

CATEGORY 2: LAND-USE

The relation between international railway
stations and the inner-city fabric has been
increasingly oriented to a complex and multifunctional approach. In many cases, urban
regeneration is directly related to
redevelopments of railway station areas.
Modern railway stations often require
redefining and reshaping of the building and
its interaction with the surrounding
environment to satisfy the needs of society and
utilizing technology to optimize their use and
aesthetics.

The accelerated commercialization of
government-owned land areas around the
stations has enabled the generation of
economic and social value, in many cases, in
the form of holistic multi-purpose use
development. Such developments have
resulted, in most cases, in the realization of
important GVA for the locations and increased
their attractiveness. Within this context, the
successful experiences related to the TOD
approach in urban planning suggest a
multicentred urban structure with sub-centers
that include most of what people need in their
daily lives, easily accessible by walking or
biking.

The railway stations chosen for the
benchmarking analysis are characterized by
outstanding synergies between station and city
fabric, based on the concept of stations as
transport nodes and places/destinations.

Land use should focus on supporting critical
mass and needed intensity especially in terms
of housing, commercial services, and
workplaces to become attractive for both
citizens and investors. The immediate
surroundings of the stations gather the highest
pedestrian volumes, making them optimal
locations for retail. High potential exists also for
office and accommodation clusters. All of these
should be utilized with maximum volume while
taking care of a thorough market analysis that
must support this potential.

Key findings from identified lessons learned:
 The station as an integrated element of the
urban system;
 The station as an open and active urban
space that encourages developments in
front of the central entrances (open public
areas) and incentivizes diverse usage;
 Both stations and adjacent urban areas must
accept a continuous synchronization and
agile adaptation with respect to reciprocal
changes;
 Attached public areas such as green spaces
add value to both the station and the
services it provides;
 The station, especially if located in
peripheral areas, has the potential to host
urban micro- institutions (some small
finance companies) for broader functionality
and social placemaking;

Key findings from identified lessons learned:
 The surroundings of stations have high land
value and are successfully utilized through
high volumes of mixed development in
order to maximize GVA;
 Diversifying land uses around stations gives
the opportunity not only to generate value
through the increase in land prices and in
the desire to live, work, and shop in the area,
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services. The scope of the actual retail space in
different stations will vary depending on the
real estate market conditions, commercial
competition, and city planning objectives.
According to the analysis, railway stations next
to airports are usually only extensions of the
terminal building and do not have that much
potential for development of retail
opportunities.

but also (for public entities and station
owners and operators) to capture such value
through land value taxation and developerpaid infrastructure development
(new/improved sidewalks or bike
infrastructure);
Land-use mixing enables faster completion
of the area development, as the market
take-up requirement for a single real estate
market sector decreases.
Retail has an important potential in the
immediate proximity of the station which
should be maximized by strategic
positioning on the busiest natural pedestrian
routes.
Railway platforms and tracks in some cases
divide the urban districts blocking their
connections/ integrations. To better use the
available land, railway platforms and tracks,
are placed underground when feasible.
Low- value land uses have their role in urban
structure, but these should be developed in
a sensible and efficient way to enable the
best possible GVA.

During the benchmark analysis, the Consultant
has used the following typology to classify each
analysed station regarding related commercial
concept and service structure:
– TYPE 1 Minimal basic services; typically
includes ticket sales, kiosk, café, etc.;
– TYPE 2 Diverse basic services including
groceries and related activities;

– TYPE 3 Minor retail center scale with basic
services, added singular special retail, and
minor destination role;

– TYPE 4 Shopping mall scale; includes
clustered special retail with destination role;
Key findings from identified lessons learned:
 Railway passengers create a natural
customer base for convenience stores,
restaurants, and other take-away services;
 Great accessibility and central location in the
city can expand the customer base from
local to regional;
 Underdeveloped (unbuilt) areas next to a
railway station could be used as an attractive
location for major commercial
developments;
 Commercial development around railway
stations can create an anchor point that
expands the busiest retail areas and
strengthens the service structure of the
whole city center;
 Areas attached to railway station can be
used as a location for allocating regional
shopping centers complemented by offices,
hotels, and apartments. In this case, greater
attention should be paid to city
development plans and the existing
competitive situation.

CATEGORY 3: COMMERCIAL USE

Railway stations analysed significantly differ by
commercial concept and service structure. Each
station includes basic services such as ticket
sales, kiosks, and cafes, but even shopping mall
concepts can be successfully implemented
resulting in an increase of the station’s role as a
retail area. A central location next to the railway
station, public transportation, and natural
pedestrian flows will create a possibility for new
major retail and other commercial
development. Railway stations close to the city
center and in developing sub-centers have
such transformative potential. Railway stations
themselves, have mostly small-scale retail and
other services for passing passengers. A more
diverse range of retail services can be
combined with an adjacent shopping center
with a wide range of specialty stores,
restaurants, grocery stores, and commercial
10

approach and focuses on urban mobility
complementary (feeders) support to railway,
including requirements to reorganize the
traditional railway service and station operation
into a modern hub. TOD approach also aims to
include mobility integration and access to
national, regional, and international passenger
railway destinations. Moreover, a modern hub
in the TOD approach perspective serves
different categories of users depending on its
size (large, medium, and small) and role within
the urban area (central, transfer, urban and
suburban transportation complementary).

CATEGORY 4: FUNCTIONALITY

The integrated functionalities of modern
railway stations focus on combining mobility
services with retail and public services. The
common benefits that connect those functions
are clearly seen in their central location,
architectural significance, long opening times,
and crossing customer streams. The modern
railway multifunctional building typology
carries important social responsibility and acts,
at the same time, as a public living space.
Stations are no longer dedicated to one
specific customer group, i.e., travelers, but it is
enabled for travelers as well as shoppers, bypassers, and local residents. Today, everybody
meets under the common umbrella of the
station roof. As a consequence, new spatial
concepts (physical and functional) must
optimize the balance between “traffic node”
and “meeting place”. This spatial adaptation
from a classical railway terminal to a building
that hosts a mini city in itself is challenging and
not always possible. Our chosen “Best Station”
and the related “Lesson learned” show
examples for this transition process of an
historical station and a new-build complex on
top of existing railway platforms.

CATEGORY 6: STATION OPERATION

Railway passenger mobility services have a
great impact on economic growth and social
well- being. Passenger service plays an
important role in dense inter-city corridors, and
as part of well-integrated regional passenger
transport systems in densely populated areas.
Any railway service has key physical elements
(components) for its operation: the
infrastructure (the permanent way, tracks,
stations, freight facilities, viaducts, tunnels, etc.)
and the rolling stock (the locomotives,
passenger coaches, freight cars, etc.).
Moreover, the operation of railway stations is
based on a complex management approach
which includes not only general management,
but also rail operation & its operational
integration with other transport services, sales
and commercial management, stakeholder
cooperation & management, financing station
development or improvements, facility
management and life- cycle asset management,
among others.

Key findings from identified lessons learned:
 Functional, flexible spaces and construction
solutions that allow for future changes.
 Generous spaces that showcase internal
daylight to support user and customer
convenience.
 Short distances and clear wayfinding allow
for a smooth and safe interchange.
 Commercial functionality cannot
compromise transit circulation qualities.
 Densely packed diverse functional mix to
attract different customer groups.

Key findings from identified lessons learned:
 Railway stations are often operated by the
same company that provides railway
mobility services. Such arrangement
provides benefits in terms of providing a
holistic railway service organization, efficient
reporting system, and data collection.
Furthermore, this model of operation also

CATEGORY 5: MOBILITY

This category has been analysed with respect
to the benefits identified under the TOD
11

 Structure station management and services
have to be based on the level of traffic, and
typology of buildings and facilities in place.

provides benefits in terms of the existence
of in-house management, including
departments such as commercial,
operations, and customer service.
 Stations could be constructed and managed
by private sector real estate owners, if the
commercial entity attached to a station is
wide enough to generate revenues that can
repay the costs. This model offers clear
benefits as the station operational costs can
be partly covered by commercial activities
allocated at a railway station, where possible
building right sale profits could be used for
core business (i.e., railway infrastructure
development) and the efficient construction
and market-led content is assured.
 Large-scale commercial entities require
dedicated commercial management which
differs from standard railway station
management. The main difference is the
marketing and branding process that is
required to manage the risks deriving from
an unpredictable retail market and, if
relevant, number of leasable premises.
Moreover, it is important to clearly identify
agreements on responsibilities between
private owners and a railway infrastructure
administrator.

 Railway station optimization can be
combined with the results of the station
analysis regarding the use of its area, as well
as financial support for concepts / lease
agreements.
 Developing mobility services based on the
customer needs.
The table below summarizes the identified best
cases and lessons learned per categories
described above and per potential station
locations. Annex II describes these lessons
learned in more detail.

Categories

A - Central

B – Airport Station

C- Sub-central

1. Architecture
“Lessons learned”
2. Land-use
“Lessons learned”

Amsterdam Central station
“Inter-dependencies”
Aarhus Central station
“Clever positioning”

Canary Wharf station
“Hybrid Density”
Utrecht Central station
“Airport cities”

3. Commercial
“Lessons learned”

Aarhus Central station
“Commercial anchor point”

Copenhagen Airport Station
“Limited retail”

4. Functional
“Lessons learned”
5. Operational
“Lessons learned”

Berlin Central station
“Generous Flexibility”
Berlin Central station
“One- hands solution”
“Efficient cooperation form
to finance railway service”
Vienna Central station
"High integration and full
mobility"

Copenhagen Airport Station
“Multi-layered integration”
Copenhagen Airport Station
" High operational
efficiency"

Helsinki Pasila station
“Contextual bridging”
Helsinki Pasila station
“Amplifying and
complementing”
Helsinki Pasila station
“Local and regional
services”
Copenhagen Nørreport
“Smart Switch”
Køge Nord station
"Early private- public
collaboration"

Oslo Airport station
"Archiving sustainable
mobility"

Amsterdam Amstel station
"Transfer hub between
suburban and central city "

6. Mobility
“Lessons learned”
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
MAXIMIZATION OF GVA BASED
ON THE LESSONS LEARNED

the station as a social and urban node, giving
nearby residents a comfortable place for daily
shopping and meeting points. The
benchmarking analysis shows that modern
railway stations (which usually have an
operational model where railway operators
own the station and ancillary infrastructures, or
stations which are operating on Public Private
Partnership set-up) could provide working
spaces, shared offices, and conference areas
and services, which might especially be
attractive for international business travelers
and self-employed users. Establishing such a
concept for a passenger railway station,
modern technological start- ups or large
corporations, who could be main users of a
rental service, through their marketing and
communications could contribute to a station's
visibility and its urban importance.

One of the key findings from the
benchmarking analysis of best practices is that
international railway stations must not be seen
as isolated and independent elements of the
urban system but rather as a part of an
integrated city development strategy,
considering various elements and modes of
urban transportation, business and commercial
developments, land availability and spatial
planning, future urban developments, and
other relevant strategies.
In this respect, international best practices offer
many examples. For instance, modern or
historical architecture design, can make a
station become a touristic attraction.

Moreover, the latest trend in developing
logistics services for private users show a
positive catalytic effect. Logistic services in this
case mainly consist in allocating delivering
boxes (a parcel lock, e-commercial parcels)
directly at platforms or within the railway
station, where travelers and non-travelers can
have free access to pick up their packages any
time they want. For railway station operators,
income (which could be generated from space
rental, giving access to parking areas, leasing
smart boxes, or directly involving a railway
parcel delivery service for small regional and
private deliveries) is generated though a
cooperation with large delivery companies,
such as DHL, Green Pin, UPS etc.

To guarantee universal accessibility and
improve station safety, complementary
planning, and layouts for bicycle traffic
(introducing paths and traffic lights at the
railway station building), as well a pedestrian
plan and access to railway platforms within a
railway station building are introduced. In fact,
an efficient organization and development of a
railway station can bring important mobilityrelated benefits to urban residents.
As part of universal accessibility-oriented
planning, it is important to guarantee safety
and security, having a crucial role in passenger
railway station GVA maximization. Planning
and improving these characteristics will make a
railway station not only attractive to
passengers, but also could be economically
efficient for railway operations (for example,
due to cost saving of any accidents, or more
efficient operational planning which will be
integrated with urban transportation).

The best example of establishing such a service
is Deutsche Bahn in Berlin, who are developing
a comprehensive strategy to shift more traffic
to rail and develop smart mobility offering
logistics solutions for urban areas or within the
railway station. Such services are presented by
logistic last mile connections for small package
deliverables at a railway station using cargo
bikes, also for delivering post to logistics
points allocated within the railway building,

Developing commercial and renting services at
a railway station could generate additional
revenue for the railway station operator and
attract visitors so allowing the development of
13

etc. Moreover, DB offers such a service as a
regional delivering.

Based on the benchmarking analysis, there are
several recommendations to be considered for
the maximization of GVA stemming from
modern international railway stations.

Another recurring theme in international best
practices involves the aspect of funding and
financing. The first important aspect is
understanding the difference between these
two terms and understanding the contributions
from all levels of government to ensuring
regular funding streams are set not only for the
construction of the station, but also for the
operation and maintenance (if the operational
model envisions a public entity).

These recommendations come from the
analysis of the international best practices that
have been identified.
To give a summary of the important catalytic
effects to consider with regard to planning,
development, and operation of modern railway
stations, findings and recommendations from
the international experiences including
theoretical and practical applications are
discussed in the table below.

Below, there is a figure which illustrates the
difference between funding and finance and
offers an indication of the type of sources for
each.

SOURCES OF FUNDING AND FINANCING FOR URBAN RAIL PROJECTS
(SOURCE WORLD BANK GROUP 2018)
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CATEGORY 1:
ARCHITECTURE

Summary: Maximize international railway stations GVA requires to diversify the services and the functionalities provided by the station
while increasing its spatial relationship to the context in which the stations are developed.
Key recommendations:
 Contextual insertion - the observation undertaken during the benchmarking process led to the conclusion that a best practice station
takes into consideration a holistic approach to value creation. This is seen both in how spaces are designed and organized within
the station and in how the spatial concept of the station is inserted in a larger context.
 Intersectional densification - the service provision of stations does not have to limit itself to the passenger use, rather it ought to
frame opportunities of interaction between different users and interest groups. By catering to a wider audience, the spaces of the
station can develop beyond their primary mobility functions into spaces that provide a variety of public functions.
 Design for convenience and attractiveness for all types of users – stations should not only be designed as transport operational
facilities, but they should also provide convenience for everyday life as well as critical services that make it easy for passengers to
be attracted to it. Designing a station to be convenient and attractive should also include a comprehensive approach to allure
potential customers who may use the station or live around it.
 Design for inclusion - it is important that station design include considerations for a diverse range of people and how they interact
in the public space including Passengers with Reduced Mobility (PRM). Examples include: planning and design for example: barrier
free/ step, free entrances and/ or “unassisted” accesses, braille and tactile wayfinding and textured surfaces, number and location
of elevators to be connected to the platforms and within commercial areas, design of crossings which lead to the station, design of
boarding and alighting areas, and others.

CATEGORY 2:
LAND- USE

Summary: Land-use efficiency and diversity around the station plays the biggest role in maximizing GVA and there are several good
examples on how the station surroundings have been developed to maximize the huge potential that these best accessible locations
have. Clever positioning of different uses enables the mixing to function as intended and provide the social and economic benefits for
everyday urban life and successful investments. Both center and sub-center locations have usually very good potential for fully mixed
structure, but airport surrounding differ clearly having still good potential for some high-value land uses like offices, hotels, and
convention centers.
Key recommendations:
 Develop efficient land-use to maximize the GVA potential that highly accessible railway station areas feature.
 Incentivize mixed uses, especially retail, offices, hotels, and housing, to enable vital urban structure that attracts both residents and
investors, and to accelerate the completion of the developments.
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 Avoid too complex land-use mixes within quarters to limit risks of losing the feasibility.
 Place retail areas with potential high customer volumes on the busiest natural pedestrian routes.
 When needed, use clustered retail as an anchor point to expand the busiest commercial zone and to unite the two different sides
of the railway.
 Consider the possibility to move tracks underground, and if feasible, introduce land-use on the tracks to unify the city structure and
to utilize the high value of emerging land.
 Develop current low-value but necessary land uses into more efficient forms to improve land-availability;
 Study the possibility to develop airport station surroundings especially with offices, hotels, and exhibition centers as well as sports
and other arenas that require high levels of accessibility.
 Perform a thorough market analysis to find optimal volumes of new building stock for different uses.
CATEGORY 3:
COMMERCIAL
USE

Summary: Railway passenger flows create a natural customer base for retail and while stations provide services for citizens living
nearby, great accessibility also creates the potential for expanding the customer base to regional. In the right market environment, a
station’s retail concept can be increased from basic services to even shopping mall scale, and by doing this the station’s role changes
to a significant retail hot spot.
Key recommendations:
 Use underdeveloped (unbuilt) areas next to a railway station as a location for major commercial developments.
 Study the retail market potential and connect retail areas to the station in order to utilize the natural pedestrian flows retail needs.
 Create attractive pedestrian routes that combine different urban areas around the station and lead them to and through the
commercial areas.
 Widen the customer base catchment area from local to regional with wider shopping centers or other clustered retail form;
 Retail has limited potential in airport stations but introduce other commercial uses like hotels or offices. Take into consideration that
the scope of the actual retail and other premises in different stations will vary depending on the real estate market situation,
commercial competition and city planning objectives. Lean on market analysis.
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CATEGORY 4:
Summary: The best practice analysed are characterized, from a functional perspective, by a seamless approach to programme
FUNCTIONALITY integration. They incorporate features that allow smooth traffic flow, but also an easy- switch between modes, services and their
digital and physical interfaces.
Key recommendations:
 Program integration – a functional station should aim to maximize the diversity of functions to expand its functional quality beyond
the mobility function. A dense mix of commercial, workplace, public, transport is desirable to produce multi-functionality paired with
agile adaptation possibilities.
 Easy-switch –switching between transport modes and services, as well as the digital and physical interfaces facilitating these
movements, improve the functionality of the station while correlating directly with an increase in GVA.
 Permeability – unconstrained routes for different customers and travelers to transmit and access the station area. Special attention
must be given to creating barrier free entrances and passageways as well as natural connection points to neighbouring functions
 Short distances and clear wayfinding - all sequences of spaces and transition zones must be developed to minimize walking distance
and maximize visual connection between key functions like platforms, entrances, halls, transit zones. The wayfinding concept should
include local orientation points and daylight for stress free passenger and customer flow.
CATEGORY 5:
MOBILITY

Summary: Improving and providing increased mobility starts in the planning process and requires including potential users and other
important stakeholder into the planning design and development of the station. Promoting sustainable transportation (walking, biking,
public transport and shared mobility) and having a seamless connection between transportation and public spaces is a key feature of
modern railway stations.
Key recommendations:
 Integrate station planning and design with land use and mobility planning.
 Promote NMT, introducing parking and integration with city bicycle path use and developing pedestrian zones.
 Catalysing sustainability and resilience, where MaaS and shared transit have a considerable role to provide sustainable mobility.
 Allocating new sharing mobility service, which could provide flexible use concepts and cost-integration with railway services.
 Develop optimal parking facilities based on the area needs, offering charging stations for various vehicles and needs.
 Develop reliable and efficient digitalization platforms for services.
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 Creating social mobility (diverse groups of people) at or around the railway station.
 Connecting to redevelopment in a city.
 Considering TOD as a part of a railway mobility strategy to allow shaping and assessing urban development around a railway station;
 Develop functional integration with other modes, including both private and public modes, for both short and longer distance
journeys (e.g. air-rail integration);
CATEGORY 6:
OPERATIONAL

Summary: Station operators that clearly understand the operation of the transport side of the station, as well as the retail and other
land uses near the station, possess an advantage not only at exploiting the services that could be provided to customers and passersby. The scale of the station and its passenger volumes have clear impact on what kind of administrative solution can be used from an
operational perspective. In large-scale solutions, the station building can be combined with, and some of the operational costs can be
covered by, an adjacent commercial entity.
Key recommendations:
 A railway station operator and manager should exploit the full potential from connecting logistic and urban mobility services. It will
also help an operation to assign relevant stakeholders and bring them together;
 There are important incentives for operators to be able to have some level of control in planning and development of conceptual
design, infrastructure and real estate development in and around the stations;
 It is important to understand the potential to develop Business Improvement Clusters that could implement plans and develop
improvements in the case of different operators for retail and other land uses inside and outside the stations.
 It is important to have an institutional transport authority that performs planning functions such as physical and fare integration,
funding, intermodal transport planning, and other functions at the network level.
 Institutional weaknesses can be a barrier to the effective operation of the railway station. It is recommended to strengthen
institutional capacity.
 Developing administrative structures that enable the railway station to integrate with the planning and operational functions of the
metropolitan transport authority
 Provide adequate training and maintain a pool of professionals who are knowledgeable on both transport operation and
infrastructure investments
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5. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF RAIL BALTICA INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATIONS
5.1

ÜLEMISTE INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY PASSENGER TERMINAL

5.1.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.1.2 FUNCTIONALITY
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5.1.3 LAND-USE
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5.1.4 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.1.5 MOBILITY
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5.2

PÄRNU INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION

5.2.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.2.2 FUNCTIONALITY
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5.2.3

LAND-USE
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5.2.4 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.2.5 MOBILITY
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5.3

RIGA CENTRAL INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION
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5.3.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.3.2 FUNCTIONALITY
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5.3.3 LAND -USE
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5.3.4 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.3.5 MOBILITY
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5.4

RIGA AIRPORT INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION

5.4.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.4.2 FUNCTIONALITY
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5.4.3 LAND USE
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5.4.4 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.4.5 MOBILITY
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5.5
5.5.1

PANEVEZYS INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION
ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.5.2 LAND USE AND COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.5.3 MOBILITY
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5.6

KAUNAS INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION

5.6.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.6.2 LAND USE
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5.6.3 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.6.4 MOBILITY
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5.7

VILNIUS INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER RAILWAY STATION

5.7.1 ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN FORM
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5.7.2 FUNCTIONALITY
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5.7.3 LAND USE
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5.7.4 COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
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5.7.5 MOBILITY
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5.8 STATION OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
Under this part the consultant summarised international examples from lessons learned, which could be applied to all RB stations:
5.8.1 GENERAL RAILWAY STATION OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
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5.8.2 STATION LIFE- CYCLE ASSET MANAGEMENT
5.8.3 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT AND COOPERATION
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5.8.4 PUBLIC CONSULTATION

5.8.5 DATA COLLECTION AND INTEGRATION
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6. KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RAIL BALTICA INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY STATIONS
Below the consultant summarised only important and critical recommendations. Their details and descriptions are presented in the
section 2 of this report.
RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY

Ülemiste

Pärnu

Riga
central

Riga airport
(RIX)

Panevezys

Kaunas

Vilnius

STATION OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT
• Based on the benchmarking, investigate the most
appropriate model for the operation and management
of international stations;
• Establishing a clear communication framework with
existing railway service providers in three Baltica
States, and discuss required reorganisations (based on
benchmarking outcomes);
• Developing a study on identifying the most
sustainable station asset management system, and
identify the most suitable to each of 8 international
stations;
• Identifying life- cycle facility management and
appropriate IT solitons, which could support in
efficient management and costs saving(based on the
benchmarking the BIM system is applied);
• Developing a stakeholder list (cooperation partners),
• identify their involvement (based on station
implementation phased) and creating a strong
stakeholder dialogues in all three Baltic States;
• Creating a framework for a future smart data, and data
exchange. Developing innovation ideas on
digitalisation of mobility services at railway stations;
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY
• Developing an action and implementation plan for
public consultations;

Ülemiste

Pärnu

Riga
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(RIX)

Panevezys

Kaunas

Vilnius
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ARCHITECTURE AND URBANITY
• Activating public, urban and commercial territories
around the station, creating a natural urban mix
concept;
• Increasing the visual presence of international stations
by connecting to prominent adjacent buildings;
• Full integration between railway stations, their
strategic locations, excellent visibility and maintaining
their presence in the local future developments;
• Developing a dense network of traverse links;
• Promoting “destination character” in a surrounding
square, with specific complementary programmes;
• Developing a robust relationship between stations,
their forecourt and a main street leading to the inner
city in order to reactivate public and commercial
prospects;
• Introducing an integrated urban planning process
combined with stations development to enable
maximum socio-economic benefits;
• Using all opportunities of peripheral stations to
support existing and enabling new business parks and
residential real estates;
• Considering a high-level contextual integration and
avoiding barriers in future city expansion areas;
• Establishing a right balance between impressive
architectural approach and a compact stations
functional volume;
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY

Ülemiste

Pärnu

Riga
central

Riga airport
(RIX)

Panevezys

• Investigate towards an agile and flexible station
typology that allows future coupling and traversability;

Kaunas

Vilnius

X
FUNCTIONALITY

• Exploring tailored functional provisions that act as
attractors for supplementary customers;
• Strengthening/establishing a central meeting and
arrival point at the station by unfolding a strong
commercial and spatial presence;
• Verifying an optimisation to achieve a higher level of
compactness, shorter internal walking distances, and a
supportive layout with improved synergies between
access points;
• Avoiding large monofunctional spaces by promoting
diverse programmes that act as attractor;
• Improving access to decentral station areas to
guarantee vibrancy;
• Enhancing interplay between cyclists, pedestrians
travellers and customer access points to avoid
”collisions”;
• Developing a balanced correlation between customer
circulations and service areas/urban networks;
• Promote a clear functional hierarchy
(transportation/commercial functionality) between
underpasses and bridges.
• Introducing architectural elements that provide natural
daylight and increasing visual views and openness to
the underpass;
• Promoting flexible and agile spatial systems;
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY

Ülemiste

Pärnu

Riga
central

Riga airport
(RIX)

Panevezys

Kaunas

Vilnius

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

LAND USE
• Introducing and enabling efficient, mixed land-use
around stations both sides of the tracks;
• Preparing an aerial development program together
with key actors and utilize market dialogue models if
better understanding about investors’ perspective is
needed;
• Take the busiest and most important transport routes
into consideration when placing new retail entities to
new urban fabric;
• Preparing a study on exploring possible potentials for
residents and creation of workplaces due to the new
fast rail connections to the Baltic capital cities;
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
• Consider improving the efficiency of station’s form in
order to improve the economic balance;
• Creating a true mixed-use station entity that offers
multiple types of commercial services together with
high-quality paths for crossing;
• Locate retail premises in more unite form along the
busiest pedestrian routes and ensure excellent
accessibility;
• Introducing street level retail along the busiest urban
axes to utilize retail potential fully and to improve areal
vibrancy;
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MOBILITY
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY
• A future international railway station should be closer
located to the city and the urban area. This will help to
create a strong mobility synergy;
• Introducing a strong public transport connectivity at
railway station and fully integrate the urban
transportation service with railway operation
schedules;
• Public transport at railway stations should offer urban
and intercity connections. Introducing stronger
suburban and regional bus connections;
• Introducing PT stations design, which will provide
digital operational information on all transport modes
(including rail), information on connections and
interchange points, tariffs.
• Public transport stations should be protected from the
weather and located within the shortest walking
distance from the entrances to the stations;
• Station and surrounds accessibility to be developed
against a barrier free concept (for all passenger
groups). The concept of the whole area should be PRM
friendly and include: tactile floor paths, information in
Braille and relief, safety decals, tactile warning strips,
visual stairways, etc.). Station facilities should be
designed for passengers in a wheelchair and with kids
(automatic doors, number of escalators and ramps at
platforms and between station building levels, Some of
innovative solution for international passengers like
virtual interpreters could be established. For any
urgent assistance call boxes at public places or at
platforms to be installed.
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY

Ülemiste

Pärnu

Riga
central

Riga airport
(RIX)

Panevezys

Kaunas

Vilnius

• The international stations should provide for PRM
special assistance services on- board and within the
building area.
• Considering additional passenger needs like: enable
accompany elderly passengers throughout their entire
journey (creating special ticket offers), travelling with
animals (creating places at railway stations for big
boxes), additionally provide personal care services,
such as help with eating and drinking, taking
medication or using the toilet, carry heavy or excessive
amounts of luggage. Such kind of service should be
possible to book offline and online;
• All transport station should clearly assign PRM places,
as well as places for elderly travellers and passengers
with kids;
• Establishing taxi stations close to railway building
entrances (at least for 6 vehicles). Developing suitable
taxi operation rules and introduce taxi racks which
allow them to park 24h;
• Relocate taxi parking in front of the railway station
building;
• Establishing K+R zones for at least 3- 5 vehicles.
Operating rules of such stations to be established.
Parking time could be from 15 min. to 30 min. ;
• Preferably at international stations, the movement of
pedestrians and cyclists should not interfere.
Reorganise general traffic giving priorities for NMT;
• Reviewing an option of reducing number of car
parking: remove parking zone Nr 2 and create an
open public walking place, which could be used for
holding city social events and activities;
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RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY
• Consolidation of new car parking zones;
• Redesigning a car parking into open green zone, with
a possibility of allocating bicycle parking;
• Introducing car charging zone providing suitable
infrastructure and facilities;
• Establishing car parking for families and travellers with
kids, as well as for PRM where the fastest access to the
railway platforms is possible;
• Introducing better and safer pedestrian connections
(additional crossings) at a railway station area;
• Introducing additional safe crossings at the station;
• Pedestrian and cycling path solutions should be
integrated into the existing city planned network of
pedestrian and cycling path;
• Introducing a proper bicycle access at the pedestrian
railway station bridge;
• Complete new design of bicycle and pedestrian flows
at the railway station and airport surrounding areas;
• Construction of a bicycle parking house with such
additional services as bicycle repairs;
• Introducing B+R and P+R stations;

• Introducing a mobility hub for bike sharing and escooters sharing services;
• Introducing sharing mobility offers at a railway station
(based on the travel demand model);
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X

X
(only
additional
B+R)
X
X
(only car
and bike
sharing)

RECOMMENDATIONS PER CATEGORY
• E- rollers sharing parking options could be regulated
at a railway station, and allowing parking preferably at
the south station side;
• Developing Air-to-Rail services, which will be
separated from passenger flows. Proper developed of
“rail – air luggage”: integrated services where
passenger will not need to have additional trips to
pick- up or drop- off their luggage and therefore save
their travel time;
• Introducing “Air- Rail combined tickets” which could
encourage travels take trains to the airport;
• Develop an e-commerce area. The focus could be on
running trains on- demand for e-commerce
companies.
• Establishing urban logistic services at stations which
will provide to passengers smart parcel machines;
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7. APPENDIX
7.1 Appendix I. Benchmarking analysis
The colours used within the next table for international railway station’s location and their responsive
urban connections mean:
Central railway station location
Airport station location, as well as railway connection types
to airports
Peripheral location with a focus on sub-urban connections
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7.2 Appendix II. Lessons Leaned
Below the consultant describes detailed explanations of each lessons learned attaching relevant
visualization and illustrations.

A1 Central Station– Architecture

Amsterdam Central

Interdependencies

Well-performing stations and its adjacent surrounding act as interdependent urban
clusters, “actively interlocked”.

The urban cluster must constantly synchronise, optimise, and

adapt their connection points and functionality to be able to work
as an entity. The spatial organisation of a station presents an

important framework in order to establish urban and spatial interdependencies strengthening connections and bringing value to
the urban cluster.

A best practice station, from an architectural perspective, can be

seen as an integrated member of the city reinforcing connections

and becoming a catalyst for new urban opportunities. The station,

therefore, becomes a true driver and partner for adjacent urban

regeneration.

The paired integration and sensible addition create a further

relationship

between

an

existing

building

and

its

new

connections. Amsterdam Centraal is well integrated into the

inner-city circulation though Stationsplein Square fabric toward
the south. In addition, it enhances its ferry connection to
Amsterdam-North, promoting its development.
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AN ACTIVELY INTERLOCKED STATION
STRENGTHENS TRANSIT CONNECTIONS
INTERNAL SERVICES AND BRINGS VALUE
TO THE ENTIRE URBAN ENVIRONMENT.
ROLE MODEL: AMSTERDAM CENTRAAL
(SOURCE: AUTHORS)

A2

Central Station – Land-Use

Aarhus Central

Clever positioning

GVA is maximised by dense and diverse land use with careful positioning of the station
Aarhus central station in Denmark is located one kilometre
away from the Central Business District (CBD) area and has a
clear role of stitching the communities on both sides of the
tracks. The surrounding land use is dense and well mixed
including very well positioned retail hotspots, office clusters,
accommodation and housing. And it's not only the current
status of the area but also future development plans that
make it an excellent example of successful station area
development in its scope.
There are several main lessons to be considered. First, great
short and long-distance accessibility increases property
values which should be utilized by high plot and area
efficiency. Second, central location of stations and high
pedestrian flows enable relatively high retail potential as well
as workplace and accommodation clustering, and housing
keeps the life rolling around the clock so mixing uses is
highly advisable. Mixing also improves fast actualization as
multiple sub-markets can take up more volume
compared to less varied volume, and this strengthens

positive spiral for development.

When it comes to retail location, in the form of street level or

shopping malls, units should be located on direction of the

highest potential pedestrian flows. The city needs also low

(or non-existent) economic or commercial value land uses.
For example, public spaces, roads, parking spaces, freight and

mobility services all have an important role in a wellfunctioning entity but keep these in sensible scale. If
necessary, improve existing low efficient form in order to

create additional space for uses with higher economic or
commercial value.

The possibility of placing rail lines underground should be
carefully studied. Underground stations can create easier and

more appealing crossings, would limit community physical
divisions and to create possibilities for developing city blocks
even above the rail lines. If not feasible, limit the barrier
effect with high quality crossing structures.
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LAND-USE DIVERSITY AND POSITIONING
AROUND AARHUS STATION (SOURCE:
AUTHORS)

A3

Central Station– Commercial

Aarhus Central

Commercial anchor point

Station area as a strong commercial hub that will benefit the whole city centre.
Aarhus railway station itself has mostly convenience stores and fast-food restaurants but it is combined with a
three-storey shopping centre (Bruun's Gallery) featuring approximately 100 stores, restaurants, and cafés and a
large underground car park. It’s the largest shopping centre in Aarhus. The most important lessons that can be
drawn from these stations include:
•

•

•

•

Central location next to the busy railway station will create possibilities for new major retail and other
commercial development. Great accessibility by all means of transportation is important for the
commercial success of the location. Fluent and pleasant pedestrian routes and areas are particularly
important in the busy city centre area.
Underdeveloped (unbuilt) areas next to the railway station can be attractive locations for major commercial
developments. It is possible to develop a new commercial anchor next to the busy railway station. Clear
land to build even the largest shopping centre and/or hybrid centre near the current city centre.
Shopping centre and the railway station building will help to combine the city parts on both sides of the
railway tracks. Locating the commercial anchor (shopping centre) “behind” the station building from the
city centre’s point of view may help the development of the adjacent plots and areas
Seamless connection of active shopping passages of both the railways station building and the adjacent
shopping centre. Also direct connection to the busiest pedestrian and shopping streets to/from the station.
Smooth customer flow though the buildings and to the other parts of the city centre.

SHOPPING CENTRE ATTACHED TO THE AARHUS STATION WORKS AS A NATURAL PART OF THE CITY
STRUCTURE AND PEDESTRIAN ROUTE NETWORK (SOURCE: AUTHORS)
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A4

Central Station – Functional

Berlin Central station

Generous Flexibility

A contemporary station uses its internal space both as a “gate to the city” and as a
“flexible living room” with overlapping public and commercial functions.
A multifunctional railway hub achieves its greatest potential and attractivity by a symbiosis of travel experience,

exploration, meeting points, working and daily public life. The newly built and centrally located Berlin Central
station showcases that concept through generous spaces, rigorous customer convenience and functional

flexibility in an excellent way.

Its efficient, densely packed and stacked room program and logistic service arrangement paired with grand
spaces, daylight all the way to underground railway platforms and visual connections responds to current

demands in modern railway hubs. Short distances and clear wayfinding in-between the different transport modes

create smooth and safe interchange. A diverse functional mix which includes offices, shopping, restaurants

stacked and interwoven into the transportation layers of the complex allow the station to work as an urban hub

which has a chance to react to future changes and needed adaptations. Therefore, a best practice station can

further connect to its diversity of users by offering an equally diverse range of services and opportunities.

AN EFFICIENTLY INTERWOVEN ROOM PROGRAM WITH DIVERSE COMMERCIAL AND LOGISTIC
SERVICES PAIRED WITH NATURAL DAYLIGHT CREATE A “GENEROUS” MODERN HUB. ROLE MODEL:
BERLIN CENTRAL STATION (SOURCE: AUTHORS)
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A5

Central Station–Operational

Berlin Central station

One- hands solution

One company operation for a full passenger railway station experience
The central railway station in Berlin is fully managed and operated by the DB Station & Service AG (being created
under the DB Netz). With about 5,400 stations, DB Station & Service AG is Europe's largest station operator. The
function of the company is not only to manage and build the stations, but also to drive the development towards
the urban centre with creative energy and passion for the benefit of customers. Moreover, DB Station & Service
take management of one of Germany's largest convenience store chains – Service Store DB – and, with DB Bahn
Park, one of the country's largest station car park operators. In order to identify required changes and
improvement for the passenger railway station, DB Station & Service AG have rights to develop strategies. For
example “Strategy 2020” where the aim to turn a station vision into a hub for human interaction and mobility
into a reality. The strategy is pursuing various activities specific to the business unit in four strategic directions:
"customer and quality", "profitable growth", "change in corporate culture", and "resource preservation/emissions
reduction". The Berlin Central railway station is providing and integrating transport services and leasing station
spaces not only for profitability, but also for a greater growth of the potential areas outside (around) of the
station. Having a “one hand solution” for managing and operating the railway station, Berlin central railway station
has such benefits as:
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient construction and facility management which is in a line with DB operator development plans;
Full overview for developing better opportunities to connect logistic and urban, mobility services;
Full freedom in planning and development of conceptual design, infrastructure and real estate
development;
In- house knowledge for developing investments programmes, financial strategies and their full
management;
Transparent and efficient data collection, which also helps to have a better and safer station equipment
to meet the needs of the target group;

OVERVIEW OF THE DB STATION & SERVICE AG STRUCTURE 1

1

Source: company brochure DB Netz
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A6

Central Station–Operational

DB railway stations in
Germany
Berlin Central station

Efficient cooperation
form to finance
railway service

Shared costs to assure modern, safe and attractive railway station to the public
Financing new railway stations, as well as their operation & maintenance in Germany is quite a complex system
and implies separation of the area assigned only for railway/ trains operation and the railway station building
itself. Both areas have different operational models, as well as allocated for users services:
-

Railway station platform: the area provides its pure railway transportation service for passengers and
allocate trains and provides passenger information system, as well as a small waiting area at platforms,
The building itself mostly allocated commercial services, or railway information centers.

Below is presented a general overview of these two areas, their elements and existing financing flows for each of
this area and elements:

EXAMPLE OF A STATION FINANCING AND ITS OPERATIONAL COSTS BY DB (SOURCE: DB NETZ)
As it was mentioned before, railway stations operation and their financing (partly) are under the responsibility of
DB Station & Service AG. The organisation of financing station platform areas are done using received revenue
from paid by railway operational companies fees (station price for a train path), which provide local, regional,
national and international train connections.
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It means that railway operators, including DB are paying fees (train path prices) to DB Station & Service AG for
using platforms and their attached area. The train path prices make up a high proportion of the ticket prices of
around 20% to 25 % and are the equivalent of a toll to finance roads.
Revenue obtained from a railway entrance building remains by the company, and they are used to cover own costs,
and some are planned for required renovations.
For example, in 2020 DB Station & Service AG invested about 1.1 billion euros into railway stations and their
infrastructure.
However, revenue received after pained costs is usually very limited and does not cover railway infrastructural
needs (construction and maintenance). Below is presented a graphic from obtained incomes by DB stations and
Service AG.

OVERVIEW OF RECEIVED REVENUE BY DB STATION & SERVICE AG (SOURCE: AUTHOR)
As it is seen the costs for operating station platforms and attached railway infrastructure are higher than obtained
incomes from path fees. Therefore, this area, which allocates mainly only services directed to trains operation, and
this service is seen as a part of public transportation being sub- financed by state authorities. The starting point
for the annual calculation of the compensation payments is the basic remuneration agreed in the contracts. This
indicates the amount of the payments that DB Station & Service AG receives if they provide the services ordered
in the agreed quality.

.
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A7

Central Station–Operational

Pasila station

“Win-Win” Situation

PPP enables economical “win-win” situation especially for large-scale station
development projects
The new railway Pasila station was constructed by a private development consortium which was selected based
on bids on building right price. The model was possible due to public land- ownership of the surrounding areas.
In the price the developer took into consideration responsibilities to also build the public spaces and station
building itself in addition to profit- generating housing and commercial developments.
Also, station maintenance issues and responsibilities of commercial, public, station and platform spaces were
discussed and agreed before the call for bids was published in order to make it clear for all parties .
Pasila station, as described under the C3 lesson learned, is related to a wide group of entities, including a
shopping mall, hotel, and offices. Thus, it was possible to move the station building’s management to a privately
owned real estate company. The size of the entity makes it possible as the additional cost does not compromise
economic feasibility. Still, the overall contractual model includes also yearly maintenance payments from public
transportation operators to the private owner of the station.
Other owners of the station parts are the Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency who owns and manages the rail
infrastructure itself and the city, who owns and manages the streets and related outdoor public spaces.
The Pasila PPP model type has such benefits as:
•
•
•

Utilization of increased land values to public space development and to railway operator’s core
business like railway infrastructure investments and maintenance;
Assuring efficient construction design and market-led commercial content;
Station building’s construction and part of operational costs can be covered by commercial entity
in an efficient way;

PASILA – TRIPLA PROJECT COMPARE OF STATUS BEFORE AND NOWADAYS (SOURCE: TRIPLA)
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A8

Central Station–Operational

Nørreport railway station

Highly designed
wayfinding system

Allocation of passenger information and wayfinding system as a strong tool for
integrating the railway station into an urban concept
In order to integrate an international passenger railway station into an urban context, allocating a passenger
information system and wayfinding could be a strong implementation tool. Every transit or transport interchange
stations (especially an international one) within urban areas must provide clear information about routes, stops,
and connections to other transport modes. Under passenger information could be reviewed information stands
or electronic table for passenger information like routes, system maps, schedules, expected travel time, real
departure and arrival time, ridership procedure, etc. All these can also support a positive experience of user’s
satisfaction. For huge transportation hubs there are numbers of wayfinding system applied, which is used not
only for passengers’ logistic movements, but also for optimisation of user flows to support the functionality of
the spaces and improve spaces utilisation. Such a wayfinding system directed not only on design for
transportation connections, but also considers commercial development in and around railway stations, which
could influence travellers’ stress-free and relaxed journey, giving passengers extra time to shop, have a coffee or
just relax before their journey. Under that system there are key functional elements identified (including
comments on best practises): Passenger Information Systems (establish general network maps at convenient
locations; show landmarks on a large city map for a passenger orientation; automated announcements for the
train operation; electronic tables used for train destinations and its stops); Display Screens (connect information
for other urban transport modes operations with allocation of walking time between stations); Signage (used for
commercial or public displays signs, as well as it makes it easier to find bus stops, especially where stops for
opposing travel directions are not located immediately nearby each other); Navigation; Accessibility (improving
separation of passenger flows through separate stairwells, walking lines; opening underpass to 24/7 access;
improving automatic quick check in areas and entrances) .
As a benchmarking for establishing a great wayfinding system the railway station Nørreport was considered. The
system navigates users between public transport (bus, metro), regional and international trains, as well as
commuter service. All these modes are allocated at different levels and connected with elevators and quick access
using escalators which lead directly to boarding platforms. The passenger information is synchronised with a
digital application (through all transport modes) and in parallel allocated at big screens at each departure levels
and waiting (entrance) hall. In order to design the wayfinding the Nørreport station implemented a project, which
included detailed station design accessibility analysis, review of transfer areas and their improvements for
navigation, identifying improvement context and system design focus. Within the project, a large part was given
to user’s feedback and communication with passengers.

EXAMPLE OF PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN TRANSPORT MODES, AND WAYFINDINGS AT THE
NØRREPORT RAILWAY STATION (SOURCE: YOUTUBE)
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A9

Central Station–Operational

St. Pancras International
Canary Wharf Railway
Station

Contracts on
operation of railway
service facilities

Station repairs and facility management under several contractual agreements with set
out clear roles and responsibilities for British stations
The British railway network and railway station are under ownership and control of the Network Rail (NR)
company. The company is responsible for repairs and renewals at all international railway station (incl. repairs of
clocks on platforms, check and modernisation of electronic passenger information systems and platform surfaces
and footbridges, replace sits at platforms and repair lifts and elevators which are leading to platforms, etc.). It
carries out repairs and renewals within expenditure limits and against annual targets for the condition of stations
set for it by the Office of Rail Regulation (ORR, Government department 2).
Network Rail operates under a network licence granted by the ORR. Train operation companies (TOCs) acting as
station operators which must hold a station operation licence, and which should also support by the station
renovation and asset management.
Below, is presented a structure of existing agreements between Network Rail and Train Operation Companies
(TOCs) with respective roles and responsibilities:
•

•

•

Network Rail (NR) acts as a station facility owner (SFO), where responsibility includes daily maintenance,
cleaning and operations. Currently NR operates by itself 17 largest stations in UK, because of their size
and strategic importance to the railway network. Range of TOCs has an agreement with NR to run services
and amenities that NR is required to provide at its managed stations.
Moreover, NR can lease the stations for the period of seven years (for example currently they lease 2490
stations to 22 TOCs that could act as SFO, also being responsible for daily station operation and facility
management. Under the leasing contracts the SFO pays rent (including regulated charges) to NR to meet
the costs of repairs and renewals and to provide a return on NR assets.
Other TOCs may run passenger train services that call at franchised stations. For each of these franchised
stations are separate agreements between SFO and other TOCs.

In order to set minimum standards for facilities needed and services such as information displays, waiting areas,
or any other communication tools for passengers there was created an Office of Passenger Rail Franchising
(OPRAF) to manage these responsibilities, and monitor compliance with requirements and commitments to make
improvements. That independent office was created by the Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) who has a key role to
play for awarding passenger rail franchises (to TOCs) and manage these franchises.
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DIFFERENT CONTRACTURAL AGREEMENTS OF NETWORK RAIL AND THEIR CONNECTIONS TO RUN
INTERNATIONAL RAILWAY STATIONS OPERATION AND MANAGEMENT (SOURCE: NATIONAL AUDIT
SERVICE)

2

https://www.orr.gov.uk/
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A10

Central Station - Mobility

Vienna Central

High integration & full mobility

The railway station positioned as a central mobility hub offering digital integrated
multimodal transport service
In 2014, the city of Vienna and the railway transport operator ÖBB set a new symbol for the railway station calling
it “Vienna Main Station is a new mobility hub in the heart of Europe”. The initiative was directed to reorganise
and redesign the station also developing a whole city district by creating living places (houses) and changing the
railway station into a mobility hub offering a one stop shop for end users (incl. tourists) and a hub for mobility.
The idea behind is to help optimise the benefit of the overall urban transport system for users. The station is
perfectly connected and integrated with urban public transport modes (metro, rapid transit, tram and buses).
Moreover, to better organise the station spaces, car parking with 600 spaces and bicycle parking were allocated.
In order to provide a smart technology to digitally connect mobility offers, railway service and therefor create a
hub, as well as to give uncomplicated and fast access to primarily low-emission, comprehensive mobility around
the clock, a new digital system of “Wien Mobil” was introduced. The system integrates all available urban transport
modes, as well as new mobility offers (incl. sharing last mile solutions: e-bike sharing, car sharing, an e-charging
station, a cargo-bike, bike-safety-boxes, a bike pump). Since Vienna Central station is an important hub for night
train connections in Europe, it means that the station supports millions of tourists and business visitors every
year. Having exact statistics of passenger’s flow, the allocated mobility offers at the railway station are fully
integrated with tourist’s demand. Allocation of e- scooters, and carsharing services gives business visitors and
tourists additional freedom of traveling within the city, offering flexible tariffs and digitally integrated with a
railway service online booking platform. The digital application gives a function of planning a route with the most
famous tourists’ attractions.
Benefits of the lessons learned:
•
•
•
•

A great boost to the international trend of the sharing economy, which replaces the need for owning;
Reduce car traffic in the city and offer flexible (free- floating and station based) and affordable
mobility offers for tourists and residents;
Promote public transport and railway services;
By creating a “Wien Mobil” service it was helpful to set a framework for data collection and sharing
between stakeholder, possible live- data evaluation (especially for PT and railway operation), and
making transport service attractive by providing to users an overview of connected transport modes,
as well as integrated payment system;

MOBILITY HUB DESIGN AND CONCEPT (SOURCE: VIENMOBIL)
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B1

Airport Station – Architecture

Canary Wharf

Hybrid Density

Even airport stations can benefit from a diverse service spectrum that hosts more than
air-rail interchange and breaks out from a mono-functional context
Very often Airport-based stations work as a closed model and focus on purely serving travellers switching from
air to other transportation modes. Nevertheless, current inner-city terminal typologies such as Canary Wharf
Crossrail Place could become a reference model. (“Canary Wharf” refers to Canary Wharf Station - Crossrail Place,
which is not an airport station, neither are there direct services from Canary Wharf station to an airport but due
to its functional provision it can serve as a model for such)
The airport station, when located in the right context should also be an open active urban place. Both the station
and its near surrounding (Airport City with residential and commercial content) would create a favourable mix of
customers (travellers, businesspersons, inhabitants) on the landside and therefore an opportunity to maximizing
GVA.
To diversify services, densify station provisions and to attach public areas such as green spaces, is to add value
both to the station and the services it provides. Hybrid density as achieved in the neighbourhood of Canary Wharf
is not contradictory to airport surroundings if an integrated urban planning approach into this direction is
targeted.

AIRPORT RAIL INTERCHANGE AS AN ACTIVE LINK BETWEEN AIR-TRAFFIC AND CITY, ALLOWS
CUSTOMER AND FUNCTIONAL MIX. SERVICE SCOPE WIDENS BEYOND TRANSPORTATION. ROLE MODEL
CANARY WHARF (SOURCE: AUTHORS)
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B2

Airport Station – Land-use

Utrecht Central

Airport cities

Rail connection enables high-value development also at airport surroundings
Airport surroundings are often avoided by higher value
land uses and development even though they have
their clear advantages, especially with international and
local rail connections. For example, long distance
accessibility is relatively excellent as air, rail, and car
traffic lead easily directly to spot without lacking
parking place availability.
Also large-scale buildings and their negative effect for
urban environment is not significant negative factor in
such areas. Noise-producing uses, like concert halls,
sports arenas and such have better freedom of
activities as housing does not exist nearby.
Based on this study, it is notable, that most high
economic and commercial value land uses, like hotels,
offices, exhibition centres, sports arenas, retail facilities
have great potential for generating value even just
beside airport facilities. The term airport city is used for
airport surroundings combined with multiple uses.
When moving further away from the airport, housing
density increases and replaces some of these retail
facilities. Still, it needs to be noted that various modes
of transport are needed to connect different quarters.
In some of these cases, micromobility could play an
important role to avoid accessibility issues in what is
often referred as to “the first and last mile” problem.
Utrecht central as a case example is not an airport
surrounding but the station’s westside has multiple
airport city characters. For instance, large scale offices,
hotels and convention centre together with bus station
all represent land uses with great potential also in close
proximity of airports.
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LAND-USE SPECTRUM AND POSITIONING
AROUND UTRECHT STATION (MODIFIED FOR AN
AIRPORT BENCHMARK PURPOSE) (SOURCE:
AUTHORS)

B3

Airport Station – Commercial

Copenhagen Airport Station

Limited retail

Excellent connections and traveller amounts create hotel and office potential
Airport railway stations can be directly connected to the terminal building (landside) where the retail spectrum is
usually quite limited. Typical services, mostly for air passengers, are: kiosks, small grocery store; restaurants and
cafes; commercial services (exchange offices, hairdresser, massage etc.); car rental offices; ticket vending machines
(for railway station, bus station, parking);
All these services can be used by air-passengers but also office-workers, hotel and conference visitors and even
near-by inhabitants. Airside services (tax-free shops and other airside stores and restaurants) can only be used by
the air-passengers. Airport railway station can also be located outside the terminal building and be part of the
airport city. Typical and potential functions at the airport city are:
•

•
•
•
•

Train station with kiosks, cafes and small commercial services – the amount of potential services and
the role of the railway station depends on the amount of offices, hotels and other activities in the
airport city;
Offices;
Hotels;

Exhibition centre, convention centre, sports centres/arénas;
Parking structures;

POTENTIAL USES IN AIRPORT CITIES (SOURCE: AUTHORS)
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B4

Airport Station– Functional

Copenhagen Airport
Station

Multi-layered integration

The spatial character of an airport link station focuses typically on smooth interchange.
Integrated supplementary services are only beneficial if a stress-free transit can be
guaranteed.
Unconstrained routes in-between air-rail transport modes

with simple and clear circulation pattern are necessary to

allow stress-free journeys and relaxed customer

experience; this is especially relevant at busy air hubs.

Copenhagen Airport Station acts as another node of

transport-related to air traffic and related public transport

to the city, suburbs and further into Sweden.

The station is functionally and volumetrically integrated to
the airport building, incorporating an excellent passenger

flow and creating an infrastructure for supportive

functionality. The layered functionality between the station

and airport allow for a blurred interaction between

services while providing a clear passenger flow therefore

increasing the GVA of the station.

This concept of a 24/7 vibrant place is optimized from a

transportation point of view and could be enriched with

further connected activities in the future, fully exploiting

its full potential as a multi-layered hub.

Copenhagen airport station consolidates a spatial
approach to integrate Air-Rail services and transfers.
Whereas it offers services for remote luggage handling
such as door-to-door luggage service and multi-modal
passenger information for other transport needs it can still
enhance its integration provision.
An even more comprehensive approach has been
implemented at Zurich Airport. It includes air-rail tickets
and satellite luggage check-in in the inner city. It truly
creates more convenient customer experience with less
waiting at the airport.
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THE AIRPORT STATION AS A NODE OF SAFE
AIR-RAIL INTERCHANGE AND RELATED PUBLIC
MOBILITY WITH POTENTIAL LANDSIDE
ACTIVITY. ROLE MODEL: COPENHAGEN
AIRPORT STATION (SOURCE: AUTHORS)

B5

Airport Station– Operational

Copenhagen Airport

High operational
efficiency

Efficient railway scheduling time and operational model

The Copenhagen airport is the leading airport in providing the most efficient operation in Europe 3. The airport
invests in digitalisation, assuring fast urban and national transportation, as well as in innovation. Moreover, it offers
a strong railway connections, both rail and airport are integrated in the national transport system. The train station
is underneath Terminal 3. Therefore offers a quick accessibility, design integration between railway station and
departing halls though close location, clear signs, numbers of escalators to and from platforms 1 or 2 (depending
on railway destinations – urban, regional, national or international), barrier free solutions, access to P&R, bus and
taxi stations.

CPH RAILWAY STATION (SOURCE: CPH)
Considering the mode share of rail for airport travel, Copenhagen airport is among the leaders in the world as 34%
use the regional train service to travel to and from the airport. That is a total of 60% of airport passengers using a
rail service. The railway operates quite efficient and offers short waiting times. Travel time from the airport to
Copenhagen Central Station is approximately thirteen minutes and twenty-four minutes to Malmö Central. The
trains run approximately every 15 minutes. Some trains on its way to central areas of the city stop at urban, nontouristic areas like Tårnby, Ørestad, and Niva stations.
Most of these stops are not of use to tourists, although changing at Ørestad to the metro is a quick way to travel
to the Bella Center (alternatively use the metro and transfer at Christianshavn). Regional trains, like to Sønderborg,
operate every two hours. For Bornholm, there are four or five trains a day. Trains to Malmö run every twenty minutes
as well. To Gothenburg and Kalmar there are trains every other hour.
3

The award is presented annually by leading international researchers and aviation experts at the Air Transport Research Society (ATRS)
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Beside an efficient railway service, additionally railway could provide to passengers who are traveling from or to
the airport high punctuality and reliability. Moreover, in order to develop airports more attractive, the Danish
airports are collaborating on connecting Denmark with even creating a better connectivity of rail to airports, as
main sustainable transport mode. Improving rail connections and making it more efficient will support Denmark
to meet environmental challenges as a significant proportion of the CO2 emissions at airports, which are generated
by passenger and staff journeys to and from the airport.
Creation a high-quality, intermodal transfer rail facility will also require a high degree of cooperation between the
airport and the rail system designer/operators.

MODAL SPLIT OF COPENHAGEN AIRPORT TRANSPORT USE 4

4 Source: Interreg central Europe, Air-Rail Link, - a LAirA Project Report
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B6

Airport Station – Mobility

Oslo Airport station

Archiving sustainable mobility

Create “Air- Rail” links to balance possible negative road traffic impacts at the airport
area (district). Establish mobility strategic ideas and high integration of a railway station
with other public transport modes
The Oslo Airport railway station is served by two railway providers: Vy (Norwegian State Railways), who operates
express trains from Gardermoen to the airport (105 km in 23 min.), and by Flytoget (airport express train) – the
fastest NSB trains – up to six trains in an hour. The Oslo Airport Express train can be considered as an example of
the implementation of a strategy that is based on obtaining high running speeds and low terminal-to-terminal
travel times. Archiving sustainability by providing fast- running speed trains and short travel times were established
as part of a larger political process of siting a new airport for Oslo.
One of additional best practises relevant to such a service is Arlanda Express in Stockholm (not listed in the
benchmarking cities long- list), which also provides an air-rail service connecting Stockholm Central Station with
the Stockholm Arlanda Airport outside of the city. Within central Europe a similar benchmarking shows railway
connections and services provided by the CAT city airport trains and ÖBB Railjet in Vienna, which runs from the
city center directly to the Vienna airport without any additional stops within the city.
While constructing the airport building, as well as railway station, only sustainable design and green building
materials were used (for example glulam, recycled steel, and a mixture of concrete and volcanic ash).
In order to establish a strong concept of air & rail and assure rail operational efficiency, it was decided to construct
a tunnel which made it possible to meet the originally planned 19-min. travel time to the downtown terminal,
compared with the 33-min travel time during the temporary service.
Moreover, the railway station at Oslo airport has a direct access to the bus station. In order to support its
sustainability it was decided to allocate only electric buses.

DOOR- TO- DOOR MOBILITY FROM THE OSLO RAILWAY STATION 5

5

Source: TCRP Report 62: Improving Public Transportation Access to Large Airports (Part 2)
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C1

Sub-Center –Architecture

Helsinki Pasila

Contextual Bridging

Peripheral locations should use their great potential to create new additional urban
links and interaction platforms to bridge their off-centre location with the core
network, inner city and near-by surrounding.
The case of Pasila Station and its urban extent shows how a modern, bold and brave city block with an integrated
transportation hub can be the kick-off and repair kit in a formerly weak urban context. Its strength and success
required sufficient available space and territory. The method of upscaling and reframing the existing urban
typology of a modernistic city fabric and to bridge the unbuilt gap on a former railyard shows an impressive
impact.
The peripheral station inside a mixed-use complex becomes a new micro-institution for the area and beyond.
Sub-centre locations allow for future change and agile modifications due to more flexible urban environments
and less constraints, as in historical or heritage, binding inner city locations. New concepts can be tested and
easily be implemented.

PASILA STATION AS AN INTERWOVEN URBAN DEVELOPMENT WHICH CONNECTS TRANSPORTATION,
PUBLIC SPACES AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES WITHIN A NEW CITY BLOCK (SOURCE: CONSULTANT)
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C2

Sub-Center –Land-use

Helsinki Pasila

Amplifying and complementing

Strengthening of existing and adding missing uses can raise the area’s role to new level
in city structure and real estate markets
During the master planning phase Pasila was a deteriorating
office area, but with excellent rail accessibility, even from outside
the capital area, was seen to have enormous potential for high
quality and dense urban regeneration.
The planning built on current features of the area. Notable office
sub-market was to be reinforced by a significant amount of
modern development, housing was introduced in large scale to
form a true mixed urban structure and retail was brought to both
serve the local community but also utilize the superb location
and high traffic flows on the central mobility hub. Careful market
analysis was carried out in order to provide realistic look on
potential.
In 2019 the station, shopping mall and first office unit was
completed, and currently large share of housing quarters are in
construction. On the south side though, the development has
faced difficulties as more complex and ambitious tower
buildings have turn out problematic from feasibility point of
view.
According to the Pasila case, it is advisable to build on current
strengths and introduce the uses needed to meet the mixed-use
targets. Commercial hotspots should be placed at the core and
along the highest pedestrian flows. Pasila shows that very highvolume retail unit can be located immediately adjacent to the
rail tracks, and in terms of GVA maximising, this is highly
advisable given the myriad of economic and social opportunities
immediately attached to railway platform. In sub-centre
locations this is usually also the needed jump in order to get full
spectrum of services to the area. Although Pasila meets various
best cases scenarios, it also has weaknesses, as the street level
retail potential may be narrowed to minimum.
Its notable that complexity of quarters (shape or multiple uses)
increase risks for realization. Still, by combining different uses in
a sensible manner, it is possible to wrap up very complex
projects under one investor.
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LAND-USE SPECTRUM AND POSITIONING
AROUND PASILA STATION (SOURCE:
AUTHORS)

C3

Sub-Center – Commercial

Helsinki Pasila

Local and regional services

Developing sub-centres may have hidden potential for large-scale retail and other
commercial activities, which will have a huge impact on a railway station GVA
Pasila railway station is part of the large five-storey Mall of Tripla that has 250 stores including more than 60
restaurants and extensive range of specialty stores and entertainment services. It has also the largest supermarkets
in the area. In the same massive block there are also apartments, offices, and a hotel connected to the 2 300
underground (multipurpose) parking places. The whole Tripla entity serves passengers, as well as the inhabitants
and workplaces nearby and in the larger catchment area.
Mall of Tripla has made Pasila a major retail area. Before there were only a few specialty stores and restaurants with
a handful of small grocery stores. Location next to the Pasila railway station together with extensive bus and tram
connections makes the location unbeatable. Pasila station and Mall of Tripla are easily reached by car from the whole
region due to its central location.
Most important lessons learned are:
•

Sub-centres next to the busy railway station may have hidden potential for large scale retail and other
commercial activities;

•

Great accessibility by all means of transportation is important for the commercial success of the location.
Area next to the railway station has potential to become the new attractive centre of the whole city district;

•

Station is a natural location for the retailing and commercial services targeted for the whole city district.
If the competitive situation and city plans allow it may be suitable location for the regional shopping
centre complemented by offices, hotels and apartments;

•

Important customer group for the services at the railway station are the passing passengers. By
diversifying the range of services it’s possible to enlarge the catchment area. A large number of
restaurants and other commercial services next to the railway station can also improve the demand for
the neighbouring housing and office lots;
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SHOPPING MALL SMOOTHLY CONNECTED TO RAILWAY STATION 6

6

Source: YIT, mall of Tripla Brochure, 2016
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C4

Sub-Center – Functional

Copenhagen Nørreport

Smart Switch

The “smart-switch” intensifies the interaction between overlapping modes of
transport, services and technology at and around the station.
Enabled by overlapping transport modes, services, and digital technology, the “smart switch” could become a

new building typology in which it becomes easy to switch between private and public transport modes,

upscaling and downscaling or seamlessly switching between different transport providers. Nørreport station is

a complex example in which the proximity of two different rail lines was used as a starting point to define an

urban approach to connect a myriad of transport opportunities.

The station became an urban smart-switch in which the transition between transport modes and providers is

enabled by the design of the station and its interface with the city. Furthermore, Nørreport proposes these
transitions to happen in a city square that facilitates the interaction between passengers and citizens in a public

space framed by a bustling commercial vibrancy.

URBAN SMART SWITCH SETS ITSELF INBETWEEN PRIVATE AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT MODES AND
ENABLES LINKS TO COMMERCIAL FUNCTIONALITIES (SOURCE: AUTHORS)
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C5

Sub-Center –Operational

Køge Nord station

Early public-private collaboration

Efficient collaboration between public (local & national) and private entities on railway
station construction and later operation

Development of international railway station effects on multimodal transport systems, international passenger rail
systems, local and regional passenger rail systems, and the actual city areas in proximity of the station. In order to
establish a modern passenger railway station providing sub-urban transfer hub, there were successfully established
PPP cooperation between the entities: Banedanmark, railway maintenance and traffic control government agency,
DSB public for-profit state-owned rail corporation. The private part of this cooperation was given to consulting
companies and architectural designers to visualise the station, as well as support the City of Køge at the construction
phase. These organisations worked together on the JV base to develop a competition approach for creating a station
design. The railway construction was split to smaller contracts to limit company risks in awarding too large
construction projects. Many of them were then undertaken by private enterprises or joint ventures. The station
construction was part of the Banedanmark’s Copenhagen-Ringsted project. During the project, a company CADmanual was made based on project experiences to support BIM for design and construction, but also for facility
management in operation and maintenance. As a result the railway station shows a great operational efficiency
covering:
•
•
•

Support the City of Koge needs in urban development and proving a sustainable and quick, as well as
efficient transportation;
Great value for the rail service operator to enhance its business and operational area;
Integration of international passenger traffic to regional suburban rail service;

The key lesson learned from this is Early public-private collaboration. By using this operative approach for developing
a new and modern station, wider value-added perspective could be achieved already in planning phase.
Currently the station operates by the DSB, while Banedanmark is taking responsibility for station maintenance.

TRANSFER FROM THE BUSIEST MOTORWAY TO RAILWAY TRANSPORTATION (SOURCE: KØGE)
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C6

Sub-Center – Mobility

Amsterdam Amstel

Transfer hub between suburban
and central city connections

Central suburban transfer point with a strong focus on a last mile complementary service
The railway station plays a role of transfer hub and oriented to provide a daily service to city residents, as well as
suburban travellers. Due to its location in the business district, which allocates the Rembrandt Tower and the
Leeuwenburg campus of the Hogeschool van Amsterdam, the railway station is highly integrated with other available
urban transport modes: tram lines, three metro lines, buses (both local and regional bus services), altogether
providing a large feeder traffic from the surrounding areas (both adjacent and regional) for the high-speed
international rail service originating to/from Amsterdam. All public transport stations are integrated with the railway
station though direct and free from cars pedestrian walking areas. The passenger rail service offers local (sprinter)
and national-international IC connections to other regions in Netherlands.
Moreover, the station offers numerous possibilities for first/last mile connectivity, which is one of the parts of city
developments strategy – enhancing sustainable transportation. Therefore, there is a bicycle parking with
underground indoor and outdoor facilities. A bicycle rental service “OV-fiets” is located in front of the railway station
and its rental service offers a concept for a last mile connectivity giving an attractive price for a daily usage. The
rental service could be added to a passenger travel seasonal card without extra charge. However, for using freefloating service, as well as other existing “OV-fiets” station nearby railway could be booked for extra costs.
To enhance rail and urban transport usage, especially bike usage, the station offers an access pass service for the
residents, in order to give them an opportunity for a quick access without a valid travel ticket that would otherwise
be necessary to enter the station, utilizing the station also as a fast pedestrian connection link between the city areas
separated by the rails.
Widescale e-scooter rental services is not available at the station area, since there is the law prohibits use of devices
at public roads. Only “special moped” granted devices are allowed (insured, limit of 25 kmph, equipped with lights
and reflectors, user at least 16 years of age) to park at the station with few allocated parking facilities.
In order to better organise private car connectivity there is a few parking spots at the railway station, however the
main focus here put for electric car usage offering EV charging stations and EV car- rental services.
Lessons learned:
•
•
•

Strong focus on sustainable transport connectivity rail & bicycle;
Developing last mile connectivity as a complementally transportation to the railway station offering tickets
integration;
Developing a better mobility at railway station could attract not only residents, but also some commercial
services characterised for daily traveling passengers, for example cafes, shops and banks;
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7.3 Appendix III. Summary of the project stakeholder workshops
To follow up the project scope of work the consultant team organised, with a strong support provided
by the RB Rail AS team, two stakeholder workshops.
The first workshop was held at the end of the week 34 of 2021 (27.08.2021). The purpose was to:






Present project goal and potential outcomes;
Provide existing knowledge on the topic of railway passenger stations GVA. Discussions of
important criteria’s for maximalisation of stations GVA;
Presentation of international best practices and their lessons learned. Explaining the
methodology, how best cases were selected and how could they be relevant to the RB
international railway passenger stations;
Request stakeholders to share with the project team relevant data and studies to develop a
critical analysis of seven international railway stations.

SCREENSHOT FROM THE FIRST STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP

The participants included more than fifty (50) experts from the Baltic States, mainly from such
organisations as:












Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications, Estonia;
Ministry of Finance, Estonia;
Mainor Ülemiste (Ülemiste City
developer);
Tallinn airport;
Ministry of Transport, Latvia;
Road Transport Administration, Latvia;
Marupe Municipality, Latvia;
SJSC Latvian railway;
RM LLC Rigas satiksme;
The Latvian Cyclists' Union;
Riga City Architect;










City for People, Latvia;
European Railway Line;
Panevėžys City Municipality
Administration;
AS Pasažieru vilciens;
LTG Infra (Lithuania railways group);
Grupa93;
Academy of Arch. & Urban Studies,
TalTech;
Zaha- Hadid architects, and others;

Once the workshop was finished stakeholders from Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania shared with the
consultant team some of the requested data to develop a critical analysis of the stations and,
especially for their surroundings.
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The second workshop was organised on November 22, 2021. The purpose was to:




Present critical analysis outcomes on development plans already prepared or in the process of
being produced for RB Rail AS international passenger stations. The analysis will highlight the
strengths and weaknesses of the current development plans considering the results of
benchmarking activity. The critical analysis will be carried out based on the available
documentation as well as on information gathered through workshops with the RB Rail AS
international passenger stations' stakeholders;
Discussions on proposed key recommendations to improve the design and connectivity of the
RB international passenger railway stations;

In order to cover all important aspects being discussed during the call, the consultant organised one
meeting room with all participants to present project implementation status, team and methodology
for the WP2 and WP3 and later to present the critical analysis part three parallel ongoing workshop
virtual rooms were organised. The total duration was more than three hours.

SCREENSHOTS FROM THE SECOND STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP

The participants included more than fifty (50) (out of 200 invitations) experts, mainly from such
organisations as:


















Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Communications;
Ministry of Transport, Latvia;
Estonian Ports Association;
Ministry of Regional development;
Üllemiste city;
Port of Tallin;
Tallin airport;
Riga City Council, City Development and
Traffic Committees;
Pärnu city;
Transport Competence Agency;
Riga investment and tourism agency;
Latvian Investment and Development
Agency;
Lithuanian transport safety
administration;
Board member, AS Pasažieru vilciens;
SIA “Eiropas dzelzceļa līnijas”;
Association of Hotels and Restaurants
of Latvia;
Head of Public Transport division at
VSIA Autotransporta direkcija;
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Estonian Railways Ltd;
Riga bus station;
Riga airport;
Association of Latvian architects;
Foreign investors council, Latvia;
Latvian trade and commerce chamber;
Elron Rail;
Panevezys Municipality;
Kaunas City Municipality;
Vilnius City Municipality:
Mārupes uzņēmēji;
Bus operators;
Transport administrations;
Latvian Railways;
Pasazieru vilciens (passenger carrier);
Association of Architects Estonian
Landscape Architects' Union Zaha Hadid
Architects;
Association of Local Authorities in
Lithuania;
Lithuanian Tourism association;
Architectur Plus;
City for people;

Private companies for mobility and
 Private investors;
sharing services;
During both workshops the consultant did not receive critical feedback, but few additional ideas for
improving stations environment and their services. Moreover, the team had open discussions on
potential developments for:











Riga central station – improving station accessibility considering best international cases;
Tallinn Ülemiste station- enlargement of the future Helsinki tunnel;
Ülemiste railway terminal- general summaries on what is important to be covered under a
station accessibility, multimodality and integration with other services;
Panevezys railway station – discussions on three potential railway station locations explaining
why the chosen by the consultant team location has the strongest benefits compare to the
other two potential locations;
Suggestions on improving air- rail services at RB Rail AS stations;
Existing international options to organise an open access to railway stations and platforms;
Establishment of barrier-free environment at railway stations;

Both meetings were held online. The recordings and relevant presentation materials, including
meeting notes, were shared with the RB Rail AS and all participants.
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